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[image: Discover the new FJORD 39 XL]

 FJORD 39 XP

Feel the pulse of power




[image: An aerial view of a Hanse 410 sailing yacht cruising on the open blue sea. The deck is spacious with a few people lounging comfortably, enjoying the sun and sea breeze. The boat is under full sail, harnessing the wind power for navigation, and leaving a frothy wake behind as it moves through the water.]

Design for future

Discover the Hanse 410




[image: 3D rendering of metallic colored FJORD 53 XL powerboat speeding on costal waters]

Le Grand 53 XL

FJORD presents its exciting new flagship, the 53 XL




[image: Sailing yacht Dehler 46 SQ - the new flagship]

New flagship for the Dehler fleet

The new Dehler 46 SQ




[image: 3D rendered graphic of yellow SEALINE S390 motor yacht anchored on water with sunroof open and woman lounging with computer tablet in hand]

Experience this sunsation!

The new SEALINE S390




[image: Single engine Ryck 280 motorboat with sun baiting deck on bow and dining table at its stern speeds across the ocean]

New brand, one boat, many talents

Discover RYCK Yachts
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Our mission statement

The values of our corporate culture
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Financial reports

Current financial reports 2022/2023









New yachts from HanseYachts AG
HanseYachts AG is the second-largest sailing yacht builder in the world in terms of the number of series-production sailing yachts built per year. The company is among the top ten manufacturers worldwide of motorboats. More than 80% of the yachts built are sold for export. It has one of the most state-of-the-art and diverse ranges of yachts for sale, featuring over 40 different models. 
For many sailors and fans of motor yachts, purchasing their own boat is the fulfilment of a lifelong dream. HanseYachts AG allows customers to choose from an almost infinite range of options as they configure the one-of-a-kind yacht of their dreams. One thing all our sailing boats and motor boats have in common is their unmistakeable design and unwavering ‘Engineered in Germany’ seal of quality.

[image: Easy to sail cruising yacht]
Sailing yachts
	Fast sailing boats
	Luxury yachts
	Performance cruisers


                New sailing yachts
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Motor yachts
	High performance motor yachts
	Cruising motor yachts
	Weekend boats


                New motor yachts
            







The strong brands of HanseYachts AG
A further five brands have been added to the portfolio of the founding Hanse brand over the past few years. HanseYachts AG’s multi-brand strategy allows it to address the diverse needs of sailors as well as owners of motor yachts in nuanced ways. Come aboard and explore the background of the HanseYachts AG brands. 

[image: Sailing yacht brand Hanse]
[image: Hanse - Breaking Rules . Setting Trends][image: Hanse - Breaking Rules . Setting Trends]

‘Breaking rules. Setting trends.’ is HANSE’s maxim. The founding brand accounts for over half of HanseYachts AG’s annual revenue. Today, HANSE offers a range of trend-setting sailing yachts measuring between 31 feet (ca. 9 m) and 56 feet (ca. 17 m) in length and time and again sets new standards in the industry with a host of pioneering innovations. With 8 sailing yacht models and 11,500 equipment…


                            HANSE sailing yachts
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Dehler is a celebrated name on the regatta scene. The modern performance cruisers of the Dehler brand feature relentless sailing performance combined with a comfortable interior. The company works closely with globally renowned yacht designers judel/vrolijk & co to develop speedy cruisers with the ‘Made in Germany’ seal of quality that is perfect for families and small crews. More than 25,000…
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Moody is one of the oldest sailing yacht brands in the world, dating back to 1827. Today, Moody has a range of comfortable deck saloon yachts and one aft-cockpit yacht. They often rank among the leaders in the legendary Sydney Hobart Yacht Race. Covering 628 nautical miles, the regatta off the coast of Australia is considered one of the toughest ocean races in the world. Moody owners enjoy an…
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FJORD has been a true original ever since it was founded more than 60 years ago. Its boats feature open layouts with spacious deck areas, striking exterior design and exceptional power. Out on the water, almost all FJORD performance motor yachts can reach speeds of 40 knots or more. Their generous sun decks, adjustable bathing platforms and spacious outdoor galleys make these boats perfect for…
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Comprising 10 different models, SEALINE has one of the largest motor yacht portfolios on the market. With their huge windows, all the brand’s models measuring between 33 feet (ca. 10 m) and 43 feet (ca. 13 m) in length offer exceptional living comfort whether you’re anchored in a quiet bay or sailing the high seas. They are sporty but still offer ample space on and below deck. Since 2013,…
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[image: Red racing styled RYCK Motor yacht bow lifts out of the water jumping over wave]
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RYCK motor yachts stand for dynamic design, the highest quality and most of all for an extremely high number of possibilities to match the owners’ needs.

The new RYCK 280 bears the hallmarks of renowned yacht designer Bill Dixon and will be presented at Cannes Yachting Festival in September 2021. With her compact measurements, she can be trailered and can be put into the water without a crane.
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The Company
[image: New yacht factory view from above]

Facts and figures
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Current price
HanseYachts AG

on boerse.de 
Stock information



Careers
[image: Factory floor where new yachts are being built]

Career information
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Financial calendar








All dates
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Financial reports
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Press area







Six brands with their own unique characters – united under the roof of HanseYachts AG. Each brand operates independently on the market, but benefits from the pooled development and production technology of one of the world’s leading luxury yacht builders. Watch our film to find out more about the brands of HanseYachts AG.
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                        19.07.2023
                    10 years of SEALINE

                Read more
            [image: Commemorate 60 Years of Nautical Success with Dehler]





                        14.06.2023
                    Brace yourself for an exhilarating voyage as we revel in the remarkable 60-year journey of Dehler!

                Read more
            [image: Crowd admiring the sleek and modern design of the Hanse 460 yacht model at Tulln Boat Show.]





                        09.03.2023
                    Latest Sailboat Models Steal the Show at Tulln Boat Show

                Read more
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                        28.02.2023
                    Performance meets style

                Read more
            [image: Moody DS41 is convincing internationally]





                        12.12.2022
                    The Moody DS41 wins American award.

                Read more
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